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IMPROVED JOHN DEERE GAUGE ARMS

Jeff S., Coyote Machining-
Coyote Machining rebuilds John Deere 

Gauge Arms. Our customers can get 

their own gauge arms fixed or can 

exchange them. John Deere Gauge 

Arms are susceptible to consistent 

maintenance due to dirt build-up, 

loosening, and adjustments. With Coyote 

Machining, we improve the gauge arms 

so they are practically maintenance-

free! Two bearings replace the old, and 

are pressed into the arm. This keeps it 

tight allowing it to move freely without 

grease or readjustment. Your finished 

gauge arm will come with a shim kit to 

reinstall (see below). Our customers 

have high satisfaction in our product– 

our farmers going 5-6 years, & counting, 

without issues.

Upgrade your John Deere gauge wheel arms with sealed bearings. Either 
send in your worn out arms for repair, or send them in for exchange. We 

will install new sealed bearings, provide shim kits, and build up the worn out 
spot on the arms. This improvement lets the gauge arms moves freely, stay in 
adjustment, and get rid of the side slack.
Our improved gauge arms have been in use for 6 years and are still like new. 
Patent Pending.

FITS JOHN DEERE 1720 OR NEWER, MUST HAVE 16MM BOLT

Improved arms fit John Deere 1720 or newer, must have 16mm bolt.
Coyote Machining Improved!

Before Before

In this cut-out arm, you can see how 
the improvement with the bearings look 

inside the arm

Machined Arm, Shim Kits, 
& Bearings Provided

SEE COYOTE MACHINING VIDEO OF REBUILT 
ARMS ON OUR YOUTUBE!

BY COYOTE MACHINING

BENEFITS OF IMPROVED JD GAUGE ARMS

 ▶ 1/3 more sealed bearing surface in each arm.

 ▶ Arms pivot smoothly & stay tight.

 ▶ Never grease again!

 ▶ Less chance of mud building on inside of gauge wheel.

 ▶ Eliminates side movement & tire wear.

 ▶ Arms are still like new after 6 years, planting 0ver 24,000 acres!

WE BUY USED JOHN DEERE GAUGE ARMS

After After


